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One of the most famous books of all time, these quotations from the writings and speeches of the father of Chinese Communism constitute a rare and penetrating insight into the philosophic thought of one of the most hated and revered men ever to have lived. Note: Publication of this document does not constitute an endorsement by the publisher of
any or all of its contents. It is presented here in the interest of historical and intellectual inquiry. ISBN-13: 9781387775835 Publisher: Lulu.com Publication date: 07/18/2022 Pages: 196 Product dimensions: 6.00(w) x 9.00(h) x 0.42(d) Mao Tse Tung Internet Archive Quotations from: 1927 - 1964 First Published: 1966 Publisher: Peking Foreign
Languages Press Transcription/Markup: David Quentin / Brian Baggins Online Version: Mao Tse Tung Internet Archive (marxists.org) 2000 Contents: 01. The Communist Party 02. Classes and Class Struggle 03. Socialism and Communism 04. The Correct Handling of Contradictions among the People 05. War and Peace 06. Imperialism and All
Reactionaries are Paper Tigers 07. Dare to Struggle and Dare to Win 08. People's War 09. The People's Army 10. Leadership and Party Committees 11. The Mass Line 12. Political Work 13. Relations between Officers and Men 14. Relations between the Army and the People 15. Democracy and the Tree Main Fields 16. Education and the Training of
Troops 17. Serving the People 18. Patriotism and Internationalism 19. Revolutionary Heroism 20. Building Our Country through Diligence and Frugality 21. Self-reliance and Arduous Struggle 22. Methods of Thinking and Methods of Work 23. Investigation and Study 24. Correcting Mistaken Ideas 25. Unity 26. Discipline 27. Critism and Self-Critism
28. Communists 29. Cadres 30. Youth 31. Women 32. Culture and Art 33. Study Translator's Note Unless otherwise stated, the page number given for the source of a quotation refers to the first English edition of the book or pamphlet cited as published by the Foreign Languages Press, Peking. In cases where a word or phrase linked to the preceding
text has been omitted in the opening sentence of the quotation, an asterisk is placed after the source. This is also done in a number of places where the English rendering has been reworded to make up for omission of context or to improve the translation. For other documents on Mao Zedong, click here. Foreword to the Second Edition of The
Quotations of Chairman Mao -- Lin Biao December 16, 1966 Comrade Mao Zedong is the greatest Marxist-Leninist of our era. He has inherited, defended and developed Marxism-Leninism with genius, creatively and comprehensively and has brought it to a higher and completely new stage. Mao Zedong's thought is Marxism-Leninism of the era in
which imperialism is heading for total collapse and socialism is advancing to world-wide victory. It is a powerful ideological weapon for opposing imperialism and for opposing revisionism and dogmatism. Mao Zedong's thought is the guiding principle for all the work of the Party, the army and the country. Therefore, the most fundamental task in our
Party's political and ideological work is at all times to hold high the great red banner of Mao Zedong's thought, to arm the minds of the people throughout the country with it and to persist in using it to command every field of activity. The broad masses of the workers, peasants and soldiers and the broad ranks of the revolutionary cadres and the
intellectuals should rcally master Mao Zedong's thought; they should all study Chairman Mao's writings, follow his teachings, act according to his instructions and be his good fighters. In studying the works of Chairman Mao, one should have specific problems in mind, study and apply his works in a creative way, combine study with application, first
study what must be urgently applied so as to get quick results, and strive hard to apply what one is studying. In order really to master Mao Zedong's thought, it is essential to study many of Chairman Mao's basic concepts over and over again, and it is best to memorize important statements and study and apply them repeatedly. The newspapers
should regularly carry quotations from Chairman Mao relevant to current issues for readers to study and apply. The experience of the broad masses in their creative study and application of Chairman Mao's works in the last few years has proved that to study selected quotations from Chairman Mao with specific problems in mind is a good way to
learn Mao Zedong's thought, a method conducive to quick results. We have compiled Quotations from Chairman Mao Zedong in order to help the broad masses learn Mao Zedong's thought more effectively. In organizing their study, units should select passages that are relevant to the situation, their tasks, the current thinking of their personnel, and
the state of their work. In our great motherland, a new era is emerging in which the workers, peasants and soldiers are grasping Marxism-Leninism, Mao Zedong's thought. Once Mao Zedong's thought is grasped by the broad masses, it becomes an inexhaustible source of strength and a spiritual atom bomb of infinite power. The large-scale
publication of Quotations from Chairman Mao Zedong is a vital measure for enabling the broad masses to grasp Mao Zedong's thought and for promoting the revolutionization of our people's thinking. It is our hope that all comrades will learn earnestly and diligently, bring about a new nation-wide high tide in the creative study and application of
Chairman Mao's works and, under the great red banner of Mao Zedong's thought, strive to build our country into a great socialist state with modern agriculture, modern industry, modern science and culture and modern national defence! Other documents on Mao Zedong: Sixties Radicals turn to Lenin, Mao and Che | Mao's Military Romanticism:
China and the Korean War | Mao Zedong meets Richard Nixon | Foreword to the Second Edition of The Quotations of Chairman Mao | China Will Take a Giant Stride Forward | Order to the Chinese People's Volunteers | Conversation between the Soviet Union's Joseph Stalin and China's Mao Zedong | The Chinese People Have Stood Up! €20 Sooner or
later, anyone interested in China will come across this infamous book. It stands out, not for its literary merits, but because the odds are stacked in its favour: over 1 billion copies were printed. The collection of quotes by the “Great Chairman” Mao Tse-tung no longer enjoys such a vast readership, nor will you see anyone whip it from their pocket in
a perfectly choreographed flourish, as custom once demanded. Instead, the “Little Red Book” has become just another artefact in a cosmos of consumer gimmicks depicting an unblemished portrait of the barbarous Mao: key-rings, fridge magnets, bobblehead dolls … The dictator as King of Kitsch: this poster considers it all. At the very least an
homage to the exceptional beauty of Chinese type: just this once, in red. → Two-colour offset (revolution red / black) → Glyph count: 87,008 → Typeset in 4.1pt Heiti and Malaga→ Printed on 150g Munken Pure Rough Price not including packaging and shipping 70 × 100 cm / Chinese Wir akzeptieren die folgenden Zahlungsmethoden • We accept the
following payment methods €81.07 Year: 2014 Edition: First Pages: 306 Dimensions: 8.9 x 12.7 cm Format: Softcover Party: Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-Tung is a photobook built upon the skeleton of Chairman Mao’s Little Red Book. It was conceived by photographer Cristina de Middel after her first trip to China, which took place in 2012
and for which she set the intention of reacting with the camera to whatever caught her attention, without any attempt to analyse or explain. De Middel returned from China with an extensive series of photographs which at first she found hard to classify and edit since their only common denominator was her own astonishment. But she soon realised
that their very resistance to classification was the key to their ability to show us what China is today. She decided to adapt Chairman Mao Tse-Tung’s Little Red Book (which in the 1960s was the single most visible icon in mainland China, even more visible than the image of Chairman Mao himself) as a framework for the photographs to create a
narrative for modern times. Censoring or hiding parts of the original text and highlighting and altering other parts, she presents a portrait of the People’s Republic of China in the 21st century. Published in association with RM Verlag. In stock Detail from The reddest reddest red sun in our heart, Chairman Mao and us together, 1968 The Quotations
from Chairman Mao, the Mao zhuxi yulu (毛主席语录), 426 in total, were culled from the numerous writings in which Mao had set out to sinify Marxism-Leninism over the years and which had been brought together in the four-volume Selected Works of Mao Zedong (Mao Zedong xuanji - 毛泽东选集). Already in Yan'an, Mao was styling himself as the sole
theoretician of Chinese communism, on a par with and later even superseding, Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin. As a result of Mao's (re-)interpretations of the Marxist Classics, his writings became known as Mao Zedong Thought. The Quotations were first published in 1961 for use in the People's Liberation Army under Lin Biao. Organize contingents
of the people's militia on a big scale, ca. 1969 In the early 1960s, and during the first phase of the Cultural Revolution, the PLA played a major role in the popularization of the Quotations. According to Lin, "Everything that Mao Zedong says is the truth; every statement he utters is worth 10,000 sentences." The more wide-spread the study of the book,
the more devastating the effects that were ascribed to it. In 1960, Mao Thought was seen as an arrow aimed at the target of revolution; by 1965, the Quotations were seen as a mighty "ideological weapon" in the struggle against imperialism, revisionism and dogmatism. One year later, Mao Thought had grown into a "spiritual atom bomb" of infinite
power. The May 16 Notification is a great new milestone in the history of the development of Marxism-Leninism, it is the Manifesto of the Communist Party of the 1960s, 1967 Although printed in staggering numbers (some 740 million by 1968), the "Little Red Book", as it became known in the West, was not the only medium through which Mao
Zedong Thought was spread. The Renmin ribao (People's Daily), the mouthpiece of the Party, carried a daily changing Mao-quote printed in red in its masthead, to supplement the abundant number of quotes in boldface which peppered the articles. A number of quotes were reproduced on posters and these were given the place of honor wherever
they were displayed. Quotation from Chairman Mao: The historical experience..., 1968 Quotation from Chairman Mao: Universities must still be run..., 1968 Our country has 700 million people ..., ca. 1969 Regularly, so-called Chairman Mao's Latest Instructions were published. These utterings of profound wisdom were to be welcomed with great
fanfare, with gongs and cymbals. All work was stopped and people were even told to get out and hail their arrival in the streets. Support agriculture energetically, 1969-1970 Vigorously promote revolution and production, welcome the victorious convening of the 'Ninth Party Congress', 1968 Only in the early 1980s, when the official, negative, verdict
of the Cultural Revolution was formulated by the CCP, it was decided that the ideological repository originally attributed to Mao was - in reality - the crystallized wisdom of all the leaders of the Chinese revolution. Enthusiastically develop the production of reed to safeguard the supply of the raw materials needed to publish the writings of Chairman
Mao, ca. 1968 Sources Resolution on CPC History (1949-81) (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1981) Geremie Barmé, Shades of Mao: The Posthumous Cult of the Great Leader (Armonk: M.E. Sharpe, 1996) Alexander Cook (ed.), Mao's Little Red Book: A Global History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014) Guo Jian, Yongyi Song & Yuan
Zhou, Historical Dictionary of the Chinese Cultural Revolution (Lanham: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 2006) Justin G. Schiller, Quotations of Chairman Mao: A Short Bibliographical Study (New York: The Grolier Club/Battledore Ltd, 2014) Helmut Martin, Cult & Canon - The Origins and Development of State Maoism (Armonk: M.E. Sharpe Inc., 1982)
Franz Schurmann, Ideology and Organization in Communist China (new, enlarged edition) (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1968) Yan Jiaqi & Gao Gao (translated & edited by D.W.Y. Kwok), Turbulent Decade - A History of the Cultural Revolution (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press, 1996) Yang Kelin (ed.), Wenhua dageming bowuguan
[Museum of the Cultural Revolution] (Hong Kong: Dongfang chubanshe youxian gongsi, Tiandi tushu youxian gongsi, 1995) [in Chinese]
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